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My Darling Darling Little Girl 
     How I long to see you_  But I can’t see your face.  I can only see your soul & the thoughts 
& feelings there as your letters show them to me.  Dearest it is a very imperfect view I get.  Of 
course it must be.  If we could be together all the time I would not see all that passes there but 
still I can see enough in the glimpses I get to make me wonderfully happy.  I want to write about 
our friends in heaven knowing about us_  Of course we cannot know[,] actually know[,] any 
thing about heaven nor can we know any thing about our state there or the state of our friends 
but dearest is there not a fallacy in your belief[,] if it is really a belief[,] that our friends do not 
know of us here.  I hardly believe that you hold this view really tho it seems to you that on any 
[ill.] there must be unhappiness in heaven which is a paradox_  Dearest let us apply it to our 
own condition as human beings.  Is not to us the suspense of ignorance greater pain than the 
pain of knowing that anything has gone wrong?  To me it seems that ill news is better than no 
news.  But look at this[,] we know or at least we believe that God has the utmost love for us his 
human creatures.  He has breathed into us of his own life & the desire to be more like him & we 
have ever struggled upward toward him trying to be more like him.  This we shall never be till 
we are with him and can see him as he is.  God loves us & knows all our failings.  Does not our 
falling below our promise hurt him[?]  Does not it not appear to him yet we do not think of him 
as unhappy in the same way that we are unhappy here in our present state.  It seems to me so 
with those who have died and gone before us for they still love us & know us and suffer with us 
but they are now where they can like God see the end of it all & the sorrow is swallowed up in 
the joy they have in the fullness & completeness of their knowledge.  I cannot believe that our 
friends do not see us here upon earth & feel for us in joy or sorrow but they in the perfection 
they enjoy will not suffer.  Darling let us take our own case.  Would I prefer to be ignorant of 
your trials since I can’t help you or to know them[,] what & all you suffer?  Of course here a 
circumstance comes in that is not present in the other case.  We are shut out from one another 
& yet not wholly and we can communicate.  I can know of you & you of me but to me it would 
be no different if I could only know of you & not communicate at all with you_  It is all a 
mystery.  It has involved me in seas of doubt & has led me to question whether we live at all 
after death but I do believe that I am growing stronger every year in the belief that we do live 
after death[,] that God is a loving father[,] that we are changed & yet the same[,] that I am 
Harry Osborn with my loves & aspirations there as here[,] but there[,] unlike here[,] I can know 
all & see all & am to be lost in wonder & admiration at the perfection I see.  Now we cannot see 
these.  We blind creatures conceive schemes & because they fall through we are unhappy but 
there where we share the beginning & the end we shall not feel thus.  I feel that you do not 
agree with me in this.  You think that our feelings of sympathy must cause us pain if they 
remain in us after death_  I think so but this pain will be mixed with a greater bulk of happiness 
to us as we see the outcome of all & the final end.  But you say how about the friends who are 
to be eternally separated from us[?]  Can we ever be happy while they cannot see the face of 
God?  O dearest that has always seemed to me the most dreadful part of the punishment of the 
wicked.  That they will be forever shut out from beholding the face of God & we cannot say[,] 
we cannot say[,] that we can ever be happy to see our friends suffer this punishment & yet I 



feel that we shall there perhaps come to see in the triumph of law more happiness than we 
could in the successful visitation of it.  We speak of the eternal fitness of things.  Now it is my 
notion that the soul which strives in this life to live in harmony with gods law will go to dwell 
with him after death[,] that the soul which lives here in violation of his law cannot after death 
any more than in this life endure his presence & will must of his own choice be shut out from it.  
I will not even say forever but so long as it continues to love darkness rather than light.  And 
may not the righteous or right loving soul find in this division greater higher pleasure than could 
be found if the wicked & it could be united any where now that this perfect knowledge has 
come_  Well it is all a mystery & we cant really know any thing about it.  We can only speculate 
& we only speculate from what we know of our minds here.  Perhaps there all will be changed 
and we shall no longer have the same kind of feelings but only the same intellect.  Still I cant 
believe this.  I believe that we shall retain our identical existence in the future world[,] our 
personality[,] & that this requires that we know our past life which is our personality.  Why 
Darling my love for you now is the most important factor in making my existence now.  My 
identity[,] the thing which makes me myself is the fact that I have these particular mental & 
emotional states & you are thus built into me so as to make me what I am now.  Without these 
I should be a different person & having once formed part of me[,] so long as this identify is 
preserved[,] I can never forget them.  They must always form part of me.  And so I feel sure that 
we must believe that our friends know us but we may[,] nay we must[,] also believe that they 
are happy in the future life.  This mystery is no darker than a hundred mysteries of the future 
life & we cannot solve it.  I do not feel very sure that you follow my argument Dearest and I 
might not be able to make it plain if I could talk to you & I realize that much of it is founded 
upon my personal ideas about death[,] future reward & punishment & would not have the 
same cogency with one who did not have the same ideas.  We have never talked of these 
subjects.  I have thought a great deal about them but have never talked of them with you & so I 
can’t very well put these beliefs I have so that they will be clear to your mind.  I think you will 
gather tho that I think that we must retain our individuality in the future world & that this 
requires that we retain all the impressions received here which make up that individuality & 
that hence we must retain an interest in the friends we leave here & that there must be joy in 
heaven tho we leave misery[,] because we can there see the whole & are not restricted to such 
a partial vision as we have here_  I cant but feel this way.  I have always felt so ever since I 
began to thing about this & believed in our future life at all.  I do believe thus now that there is 
a personal God who hears prayer & answers it.  But I have written more about this than I meant 
& I am afraid that it wont help you much either since it probably will not convince you at all but 
I don’t seek to do that.  I only write to show you my own belief & the grounds for it so that if it 
is more comfortable than your own & convincing you may get comfort from it too. 
      Dearest I received the paper you sent & thank you for it _  I go to Chicago tomorrow at 
2:16[,] due there at about 8 oclock.  I anticipate a pleasant trip[,] shall visit Ernest Hitchcock[,] a 
college friend married about a year ago[,] a lawyer there_  I shall probably write as usual & 
there will be little or no break in my letters.  I shall miss yours I am afraid for I don’t expect to 
get back here till Sunday & I don’t look for one tomorrow.  They are few enough & I hate to 
miss any but it seems inevitable.  If one comes tomorrow or Friday morning I shall have it 
forwarded but if later any come before Sunday I shall have them kept here_  O if you could only 
write oftener.  I seem now to get no good of you hardly at all.  Isn’t it strange that it must be 



so[?]  If I could come to see you every day no one would keep you from me but now when I 
really need you so much more you are so kept away from me.  But I must close for it is late & I 
must go to bed and I suppose I shall not hear from my darling again before Sunday_  Goodbye 
Dearest with deepest love & continual longing 
      Ever your own 
              Harry__ 


